Manage
Your Supply
Chain with
Surgical
Precision

Every medical device you sell may represent
a fresh start for a patient. For them, it’s
personal, but for you, it’s business. A business
that’s growing more complex with increasing
cost pressures and a constantly-changing
regulatory environment.

With so much at stake,
it’s time to rethink
the way your devices
and surgical kits are
inventoried, distributed
and tracked. UPS can help.

More Control. It Can be Healthier for Your Business.
With UPS as your logistics partner, you gain the inventory control and visibility advantages
of our integrated worldwide distribution network, healthcare-specific capabilities, and a
team of more than 3,000 healthcare logistics experts. We can design a customized plan
for your company that tracks devices and surgical kits throughout the supply chain, from
the time your product enters the UPS network until delivery. The results? Streamlined
efficiencies and a system that may help keep costs down while providing the level of
service your customers depend on.
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With our loaner kit hubs, healthcare-specific distribution centers and forward stocking
locations, you can reach more than 80% of U.S. hospital beds within four hours. Critical
devices, surgical kits and other equipment can get where they’re needed, when they’re
needed. All with complete visibility while in the UPS network.
FORWARD STOCKING
LOCATIONS
To help keep your devices
and equipment within a
short distance of medical
facilities, we maintain 36
healthcare-capable forward
stocking locations (FSLs) that
provide real-time visibility
into your inventory.

MULTI-CLIENT LOANER
KIT HUB
Our loaner kit hub can
help save you the time
and expense involved
with kit inspection and
replenishment. Our hub
is positioned to return
your inventory before
the next case.

HEALTHCARE-SPECIFIC
DISTRIBUTION CENTERS
UPS has 20 facilities,
strategically located across
the U.S., designed to meet the
requirements for storage and
distribution of healthcare
products and devices. Around
the world, we have eight
million square feet of space
in healthcare-licensed
distribution centers.

Let the Sales Force Manage Customer Relationships.
We’ll Manage the Rest.

Our network
allows you to
reach over 80% of
U.S. hospital beds
within 4 hours.

UPS® Healthcare
Specialized Services
Our implantable medical
device services are only part
of our healthcare expertise.
PRODUCT PROTECTION
• Temperature-sensitive
transportation solutions
• Risk mitigation: monitoring,
intervention and
protection-validated
systems
• Global warehouse
management

For your sales representatives, it’s no longer necessary to keep excess inventory on hand
or to scramble to deliver products at a moment’s notice.

• Quality management
for service providers

WITH UPS, YOU HAVE AN INTEGRATED VENDOR FOR:

QUALITY EXPERTISE

• Professional supply chain management. We provide end-to-end logistics, including
a warehousing network with appropriate storage conditions and real-time visibility for
devices, instruments, and loaner kits.

• People and process:
quality expertise while
in the UPS facility

• Smart delivery. Your devices and surgical kits are shipped economically to arrive when
needed to help increase customer satisfaction and potentially prevent costly surgical delays.
• Streamlined returns. In the event a device or kit needs to be returned, UPS Returns
service makes the process convenient for you and your customers.

To find out more about UPS® solutions for the medical device
industry, or any of our specialized healthcare services,
call 1-800-PICK-UPS or visit ups.com/healthcare
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CONSULTATIVE SERVICES
• Supply chain optimization
• Lane analysis and
temperature profiling
• Packaging consulting
and procurement

